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The Effect of Shared Structure and Content on Reading Nonwords:
Evidence for a CV Skeleton

Iris Berent, Ruben Bouissa, and Betty Tuller
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Four experiments examined the effect of shared skeletal structure versus content overlap on naming
printed nonwords. Experiments 1-2 compared priming among nonwords sharing either skeletal structure
and content (e.g., dus-DVS) or structure alone (e.g., pid-BAF) with controls that differed from the target
in the number of skeleton slots (e.g., pid-BAF vs. plid-BAF). Conversely, in Experiments 3-4, same-
versus different-structure primes contrasted only in the ordering of CV skeletal slots (e.g., fap-DVS vs.
ift-DUS). Priming effects were modulated by shared content and skeletal similarity. The sensitivity of
skeletal priming to the abstract arrangement of consonants and vowels suggests that skeletal represen-
tations assign distinct slots for consonants and vowels. Readers' sensitivity to skeletal structure in
nonword identification indicates that assembled phonological representations are constrained by linguis-
tic knowledge.

The role of phonology in skilled reading is the subject of an
intense debate. Do readers retrieve a word's meaning directly from
its graphemic representation, or is meaning accessed by an inter-
mediate phonological representation, assembled by mapping
graphemes to phonemes? The investigation of phonology's role
has been guided by some tacit assumptions regarding the nature of
phonological representations. Many reading models have implic-
itly assumed that assembled phonological representations consist
of a linear string of phonemes. In accordance, phonology's role
could only be assessed by probing for the presence of segmental
content. For instance, numerous studies (e.g., Berent, 1997; Luka-
tela & Turvey, 1990, 1993, 1998; Perfetti & Bell, 1991) have
examined whether the priming of a target (e.g., rose) by a word
(e.g., rows) or nonword prime (e.g., roze) that fully shares the
target's segmental content facilitates its identification relative to
control primes that mismatch in segmental content (e.g., rods or
roge). However, if assembled phonological representations are
structured linguistic entities, then one should be able to assess their
presence also by gauging for readers' sensitivity to formal struc-
ture. The present research examines the role of phonology in
reading nonwords by probing for the effect of shared structure
versus content among skilled readers.

The structural aspect we examine is the phonological skeleton.
In autosegmental linguistic theory (e.g., Clements & Keyser, 1983;
Durand, 1990; Goldsmith, 1990; Kaye, 1989; McCarthy, 1979),
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phonological representations are viewed as multidimensional en-
tities. Each such dimension, or autosegment, is dedicated to the
representation of a distinct phonological element, such as featural
organization, tone, or metrical structure. These distinct levels of
representation are anchored to a skeleton, an abstract sequence of
timing units. For example, Figure 1 illustrates this type of repre-
sentation for the English words bit and beat. Several English
dialects contrast these words in terms of vowel length. Autoseg-
mental theory accounts for this contrast by associating the vowel to
one skeletal slot in bit versus two skeletal slots in beat (Giegrich,
1992). If readers assemble phonological representations in reading
and if these representations specify the skeleton, then readers may
be sensitive to shared skeletal structure. Consequently, a target
word (e.g., bit) may be primed by strings sharing its abstract
arrangement of timing slots (e.g., POGH) relative to different-
structure controls (e.g., PLOG) despite the lack of similarity in
segmental content. Such structural priming effects may provide
important insights into the role of phonology in reading.

Our investigation examines the priming of printed nonwords by
shared content and structure. Nonwords' pronunciation cannot be
retrieved from the lexicon; hence, this information must be ob-
tained productively, by phonology assembly. Speakers' sensitivity
to nonwords' skeletal structure thus indicates the specification of
the skeleton in assembled representations. The demonstration that
assembled phonological representations encode abstract skeletal
structure would support their characterization as multidimensional
entities whose organization is subject to linguistic constraints. In
what follows, we first summarize some linguistic evidence, speech
error data, and experimental findings that support the representa-
tion of the skeleton. We then turn to describe the current manip-
ulation and its specific goals.

Linguistic Evidence for the Skeleton

The linguistic literature contains numerous observations sup-
porting the representation of the skeleton (for reviews, see Gold-
smith, 1990; Kenstowicz, 1994). We discuss two such examples
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segmental tier

skeletal tier

segmental tier

C V V C skeletal tier

Figure 1. The representation of the words bit and beat. This representa-
tion includes two tiers: The segmental tier holds segments whereas the
skeletal tier specifies abstract timing slots. The contrast in vowel length is
due to the association of the vowel segment to one skeletal position in bit
versus two positions in beat.

below. One of the best known pieces of evidence for the skeleton
conies from Semitic morphology (for review, see Goldsmith,
1990; Kenstowicz, 1994). For example, Hebrew words are formed
by inserting a root, typically a sequence of three consonants, in a
word pattern. The word pattern determines the morphological
category of the word and its phonological characteristics. For
instance, the verb katab {he wrote, masculine singular past tense in
the verbal word pattern binyan kal) is formed by inserting the root
lab in the word pattern CVCVC, where C stands for a consonant
and V stands for a vowel. The same root may be used to form a
noun by inserting it in the CCVC word pattern, resulting in the
noun ktib {spelling). In fact, all members of the singular masculine
past tense in binyan kal share the CVCVC pattern (e.g., katab,
gabar, calal), whereas members of the nominal class exhibit the
CCVC pattern (e.g., ktiv, gbir, clil). Skeletal structure, the arrange-
ment of consonant and vowel placeholders, thus defines morpho-
logical classes in Hebrew regardless of the segmental content of
specific root members.

Additional support for the skeleton comes from the phenomenon
of compensatory lengthening. For instance, consider Luganda, a
Bantu language spoken in Uganda (example taken from Gold-
smith, 1990, p. 51). Every noun in Luganda is characterized by a
noun class prefix. For instance, the first class of nouns takes the
prefix mu for singular nouns (e.g., mu kazi, or woman). When the
noun begins with a vowel, the vowel of the mu prefix turns into a
glide and the noun initial vowel lengthens (e.g., mu ami-^>mw
aami, or chief). The deletion of the vowel from the prefix and the
lengthening of the following noun vowel are not independent
events. Indeed, the dependency between a process of deletion and
lengthening is widely attested to in numerous languages. This
dependency is easily explained by the view of both deletion and
lengthening as the association of segments with skeletal slots (see
Figure 2). Specifically, the vowel deletion in mu ami reflects the
delinking of the IvJ from its V skeleton slot. This delinking leaves
an empty slot, which is next filled by the spreading of the vowel
/a/.' The association of this single vowel with two skeletal slots
results in its lengthening. Vowel lengthening is thus a direct
consequence of the reassociation of segments to skeletal slots.
Linguistic phenomena such as compensatory lengthening and tem-
platic morphophonology support the representation of the skeleton.

Evidence From Speech Errors

A second source of evidence for the skeleton may be found in
speech errors. Such evidence identifies a pattern of speech errors
that is specifically due to the abstract arrangement of consonants
and vowels in the word, regardless of their content. Consider
vowel length. Stemberger (1984) observed that erroneous substi-
tutions of German and Swedish long vowels maintain their length
despite the change in segment content (e.g., i:—»y:, as in wi:
se-^*wii:se). This dissociation between segment identity and length
is readily explicable by the assumption that vowel length is spec-
ified by skeletal positions, independent of content. Additional
evidence for the skeleton comes from the effect of consonant
clusters on addition errors. Stemberger (1990) observed that the
rate of erroneously forming a cluster from a singleton increases in
the presence of a nearby onset cluster (e.g., prudent people-^
preople). Conversely, coda clusters affect errors for a singleton
onset: Onset errors are more frequent when the target and context
share the same number of coda consonants. A dramatic demon-
stration of the distinction between abstract consonant and vowel
categories may be found in the pattern of speech errors produced
by Italian-speaking aphasics (Caramazza, Chialant, Capasso, &
Miceli, 2000). These patients exhibit a double dissociation that
selectively impairs the production of either consonant or vowel
phonemes, regardless of their phonetic features or word position.
Such findings demonstrate that speech errors are constrained by
the abstract ordering of consonant and vowel slots.

Evidence From Speech Production Experiments

The existence of a skeleton has been recently supported by the
findings of several speech production experiments examining its
role in various languages. Sevald, Dell, and Cole (1995) investi-
gated the effect of shared syllable structure in English using a
repetition task. Participants were asked to repeat two nonwords
that were either matched {kem til-fer, kemp-tilf-ner) or mismatched
{kem tilf-ner, kemp til-fer) in the skeletal structure of their first
syllable for a period of 4 s. Sevald et al. (1995) found that shared
skeletal structure facilitated the repetition. Furthermore, the effect
of shared structure was independent of segment overlap: The
sharing of both skeletal structure and segmental content did not
facilitate performance above the effect of shared structure alone.
These results provide strong support for the skeleton.

Additional support for skeletal structure was obtained in an
induction task. Participants in these experiments are presented with
a picture preceded by a list of printed words (the inductors) whose
skeletal similarity to the picture name is manipulated. They are
asked to read aloud each of the inductors and name the picture.
Costa and Sebastian-Galles (1998) observed that the naming of
multisyllabic picture names in Spanish was facilitated by inductors
that share the skeletal structure of the target's initial syllable
despite the absence of segmental overlap. For instance, the naming
of targets with an initial CVC syllable (e.g., pinza) was facilitated
by inductors whose initial syllable is a CVC (e.g., cesta, bolso,
salto) compared with CV-initial inductors (e.g., cesa, bolo, said).

1 The glide /w/ is attributed to the same delinking process. Specifically,
the delinking of the segment /u/ from its vowel slot is followed by its
reassociation with the initial consonant slot, resulting in the glide /w/.
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Figure 2. The formation of the Lugandan word mw aami from its underlying representation. The stem's long
vowel results from the delinking of the prefix vowel u from its skeletal tier, followed by the association of that
timing slot with the subsequent vowel a. The association of the remaining vowel« with the initial consonant slot
surfaces as the glide w (example taken from Goldsmith, 1990, p. 51).

Similar findings were observed in French by Ferrand and Segui
(1998) for both word and nonword inductors that were fully
visible. However, no evidence for skeletal priming was obtained
when the same pictures were preceded by a masked, briefly pre-
sented prime that shared the structure of the target's initial syllable.

Evidence for the skeleton was also obtained in Dutch using a
translation task. Meijer (1996) asked Dutch participants to provide
the translation of an English word followed by a Dutch prime
whose skeletal similarity to the translation was manipulated. For
instance, the English neck tie (das, in Dutch) was followed by
either nok or norf. Meijer (1996) observed decreased translation
latency when the prime shared the target's skeletal structure,
regardless of the overlap in segmental content. However, an in-
vestigation of skeletal effects in Dutch using an implicit priming
task counter these findings (Roelofs & Meyer, 1998). In this task,
participants first learned paired associations between two words. In
the testing phase, participants were presented with a prime and
asked to name its associate, the target. These experiments failed to
find any facilitation by shared structure even though targets and
primes were highly similar in their content.

Some Open Questions

Several of the experiments reviewed above suggest that the
phonological representation of spoken words specifies abstract
skeletal structure. However, these findings also raise some unan-
swered questions.

One problem concerns the task specificity of skeletal priming.
Evidence for the skeleton is robust in tasks requiring repeated
articulation (e.g., Costa & Sebastian-Galles, 1998, Experiments
3-4; Ferrand & Segui, 1998, Experiment 1; Sevald et al., 1995). In
contrast, when participants are not required to name the prime,
skeletal effects are either weak (Costa & Sebastian-Galles, 1998,
Experiments 1-2) or absent altogether (Ferrand & Segui, 1998,
Experiment 2; Roelofs & Meyer, 1998). Thus, the effect of skeletal
priming may reside in the construction of an articulatory program
rather than in phonological encoding per se. Furthermore, Schiller
(2000) has recently reported numerous failures to replicate syllabic
priming in English. In his experiments, printed disyllabic words or
their corresponding pictures were preceded by a masked prime that
shared or mismatched the structure and content of the target's
initial syllable (e.g., pen-pencil). Previous research using this
procedure (Ferrand, Segui, & Humphreys, 1997) reported facilita-
tion by primes that shared the target's initial syllable regardless of
their content overlap. In particular, target naming was obtained
even when the same-syllable prime (e.g., re-remorse) shared
fewer of the target's segments than did its control (e.g., rem-
remorse). In contrast, priming in Schiller's (2000) experiments

was only sensitive to the amount of content overlap between the
target and prime. No evidence for structural priming was obtained
when structural similarity resulted in a decrease in segmental
overlap. These findings challenge the view that phonological en-
coding entails the construction of skeletal structure. Such results
minimally suggest that in the absence of a significant articulatory
component, priming is highly sensitive to content overlap.

A second limitation of the existing evidence for the skeleton
stems from its confinement to multisyllabic words. The only study
to reveal skeletal priming for monosyllabic words was Experi-
ment 1 by Meijer (1996). All other experiments examined priming
for multisyllabic words. For such stimuli, a prime sharing the
target's skeleton invariably also shared the target's syllable struc-
ture. The benefit from skeletal priming may thus partly stem from
its assistance in parsing the word into its syllabic constituents, not
necessarily from the construction of the syllable-internal skeletal
organization (Caramazza et al., 2000; Roelofs & Meyer, 1998).

Finally, not only is the existence of a skeleton questioned by
experimental results, but its structure, if it exists, is far from
understood. The linguistic literature offers strong support for a
skeletal structure. However, there is some disagreement with re-
gard to its internal organization. Some evidence specifically sup-
ports a distinction between skeletal slots as carriers of either
consonants or vowels (CV skeleton). The evidence from Semitic
morphophonology, where word templates differ in the arrange-
ment of consonants and vowels, is a strong case in point. Con-
versely, other observations support a generic specification of the
number of skeletal slots, irrespective of their characterization as
consonant or vowel placeholders (X skeleton). For instance, En-
glish requires a minimum of two skeletal slots in the rhyme. These
slots, however, may correspond to either a long vowel (VV, e.g.,
sea) or a short vowel followed by a consonant (VC, e.g., sit). This
observation seems to be captured best by a generic representation
of X slots (but see Hammond, 1999, for an alternative moraic
account for this phenomenon). The experimental results from
normal speakers cannot discriminate between the CV-slot and
X-slot accounts for the skeleton (but see Caramazza et al., 2000,
for strong evidence for a CV skeleton among aphasics). Existing
research compared stimuli that either shared or did not share the
number of skeleton slots. Same-structure stimuli were invariably
matched on both the number of X slots and their C V arrangement,
whereas different-structure stimuli disagreed on both the number
of skeleton slots as well as their CV arrangement. Hence, these
priming effects may be due either to the sharing of the number of
X slots or, specifically, to their CV arrangement.

The present research examines the effect of shared structure
versus content on the priming of visually presented nonwords. In
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the following experiments, participants were presented with a
nonword prime followed by a nonword target. Participants in
Experiments 1-3 were asked to name the target as quickly and as
accurately as they could and then report the prime. Experiment 4
required no explicit response to the prime. The design of our
experiments addresses some of the questions raised by previous
research concerning the specificity of structural priming with re-
gard to task demands and stimulus structure, its sensitivity to
content overlap and the nature of skeletal representations.

Consider first the problem of task specificity. Although the task
used in Experiments 1-3 required the pronunciation of both targets
and primes, it entailed no overt repetition. Hence, the articulatory
component was minimized relative to tasks used previously in
skeletal research. Further reduction in articulatory demands was
achieved in Experiment 4, in which only the target was pro-
nounced. Our experiments also address the potential limitations of
the stimulus materials that demonstrated skeletal priming: Existing
evidence for skeletal priming was mostly observed when multi-
syllabic targets were primed by their initial syllable. In contrast,
the prime and targets used in our experiments were all monosyl-
labic words. Consequently, any effect of priming cannot be due to
syllabic parsing. Finally, our experiments systematically assessed
the effects of both the number of shared X slots and their specific
CV content. Experiments 1 and 2 examined speakers' sensitivity to
the number of skeletal slots by comparing primes that match or
mismatch the number of skeletal slots in the target. In Experi-
ment 1 same-skeleton primes shared the target's structure and
content (e.g., dus-DUS vs. drus-DUS2 ), whereas in Experiment 2,
these primes shared only the target's structure (e.g., pid-BAF vs.
plid-BAF). Such priming effects, however, may be due either to a
mismatch in the number of skeletal slots or to their CV structure.
Experiments 3-4 specifically probed for speakers' sensitivity to
CV skeletal structure by examining skeletal priming among targets
and primes that match in the number of skeletal slots but differ in
their CV ordering (e.g., fap-DUS vs. ift-DUS).

Our investigation systematically assesses the effect of shared
structure versus content on priming novel printed words. If par-
ticipants are sensitive solely to the amount of shared content
between targets and primes, then priming effects should be fully
predictable on that basis. Note that our design does not attempt to
pinpoint the source of shared content effects. Because consonants
and vowels in our materials are represented by a single letter, the
increase in content overlap entails an increase in the similarity
between target and prime on both the orthographic and the pho-
nological dimensions. The nature of the representations mediating
priming effects can be better gauged by examining structural
priming. If participants encode the phonological structure of the
target and prime and if this representation further specifies their
skeletal structure, then priming effects may be modulated by
structural similarity. Specifically, if skeletal representations en-
code the number of slots shared between the target and prime, then
same-structure primes should differentially affect target processing
relative to different-structure primes regardless of content overlap.
If skeletal representations further distinguish between consonant
and vowel slots, then priming effects may be constrained by the
specific ordering of CV slots even when the number of X slots is
controlled for.

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 examines the effect of shared structure and con-
tent by comparing primes that match their respective targets in
both the number of skeletal slots and their content with primes that
mismatch target structure in one skeletal slot (see Table 1). Thus,
same-structure primes are identical to their targets. To assure that
these priming effects are due to the relationship between the target
and prime rather than to differences in the global length of prime-
target combinations, we assessed identity priming across two types
of nonword pairs. In one pair, identity priming always resulted in
a greater number of segments than in the control condition (e.g.,
braf-BRAF vs. baf-BRAF). In the second, matched pair, the con-
trol condition always contained more segments than did the iden-
tity condition (e.g., baf-BAF vs. braf-BAF). Thus, across the four
combinations of target and prime, the identity and control condi-
tions were matched for length. Any facilitation by the identity
prime must reflect its relationship to the target.

Our experiment explores the source of identity priming. Specif-
ically, the advantage of identity primes relative to controls may be
due to their sharing of either segments or skeletal structure with the
target. An advantage of shared skeletal structure may further
reflect either the match on the global number of skeletal slots, X
structure, or their CV arrangement. To distinguish between these
accounts, Experiment 1 compares the magnitude of priming effects
for two types of targets: CCVC and CVCC. These targets are
matched for the number of skeletal slots but differ in their CV
arrangement. If priming effects are solely due to segmental over-
lap, then their magnitude should be similar for these two types of
targets. Likewise, if these priming effects are due to the number of
X slots, then they should not differ for these targets. Conversely,
if skeletal representations assign distinct timing slots for conso-
nants and vowels, then priming effects may be modulated by target
structure.

Method

Participants. Eleven Florida Atlantic University students participated
in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. They were
all native English speakers with normal or corrected vision.

Materials. The materials included a total of 120 targets paired with
either an identity or a nonidentity prime (see Appendix A). Targets and
primes were all orthographically and phonologically legal nonwords. Iden-
tity primes fully matched the target in the number of segments and their
arrangement, whereas nonidentity primes differed from the targets in only
one segment. In this and all subsequent experiments the number of seg-
ments in a nonword was identical to the number of graphemes and letters.
To control for the total length of target-prime combinations, target-prime
pairs were arranged in 60 quartets. Half of the quartets are referred to as the
CCVC quartets, and the other half are termed CVCC quartets. CCVC
quartets were formed from a pair of CVC and CCVC nonwords that
matched in all but a single consonant, corresponding to the second onset
position in the CCVC nonword. These nonword pairs were presented in
four combinations: CCVC-CCVC, CVC-CCVC, CVC-CVC, and CVCC-
CVC. Thus, each member of the pair served as both target and prime.
Likewise, the CVCC quartets were formed from a pair of CVCC and CVC
nonwords, matched in all but one segment corresponding to the first coda

2 We denote the prime in lowercase letters and the target in capital
letters.
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position in the CVCC words. These pairs of nonwords were arranged in
four combinations: CVCC-CVCC, CVC-CVCC, CVC-CVC, and CVCC-
CVC. Within each combination of target and prime, the last coda conso-
nant in the prime and the first onset consonant in the target were selected
such that their combination formed an illegal tautosyllabic cluster. This
constraint was imposed to maximize the discreteness of target and prime as
independent words.

Each participant was presented with all 240 target-prime combinations.
To minimize the effects of target repetition, we arranged the stimuli in two
lists, such that each target appeared only once per list and each list included
the same number of Prime X Target combinations. Each participant was
presented with the two randomized lists, and list order was counterbalanced
across participants.

To familiarize the participants with the experimental task, we presented
them with a short warm up prior to the experimental session. The warm up
consisted of 20 nonword targets. Eight targets were preceded by identity
primes, and 12 targets were preceded by nonidentity controls. None of the
targets and primes used in the warm up appeared in the experimental list.

Procedure. Participants were seated in front of a personal computer
and initiated each trial by pressing the space bar on the computer keyboard.
They were then presented with a fixation point, centered in the monitor
display and lasting for 495 ms. The fixation point was immediately
replaced by a prime, presented for 195 ms, which, in turn, was replaced by
the target, presented for 450 ms. The prime was presented in lower case,
whereas the target was presented in upper case. Participants were required
to name the target as quickly and as accurately as they could and then
report the prime. Their responses were coded for accuracy by the experi-
menter, who sat near the participant and entered the accuracy response into
the computer. Slow responses to the target (responses slower than 1000 ms)
and inaccurate responses to targets and primes triggered a warning signal
from the computer in the form of a short beep and a written message.
Participants were tested individually.

Results

1% of the total correct responses was lost because of micro-
phone failures. To eliminate the effects of outliers, we excluded
slow responses falling 2.5 standard deviations above or below the
grand mean from the latency analyses. This procedure resulted in
the exclusion of 2% of the total correct responses. Our data provide
three dependent measures for priming effects: response latency in
correct target naming, response accuracy in target naming, and
response accuracy in prime identification. For each of these three
dependent measures, the effect of prime and target structure was
assessed using a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), 2
Quartet Type (CCVC/CVC vs. CVCC/CVC quartets) X 2 Target
Length (4 vs. 3 phoneme targets) X 2 Prime (identity vs. noniden-
tity), by participants and items.3 In this and all subsequent analyses
we adopted .05 as the level of statistical significance. Target
naming latency and accuracy and prime identification accuracy as
a function of target and prime type are provided in Figure 3.

Table 1
The Structure of the Materials Used in Experiment 1

ccvc

Same-skeleton

braf-BRAF
baf-BAF

quartets

Control

baf-BRAF
braf-BAF

CVCC

Same-skeleton

falp-FALP
fap-FAP

quartets

Control

fap-FALP
falp-FAP

I OCVC
I OVC (CCVC)
—— CVCXS

C V C (CVCC)

69O-

67O-

f= 65O-

°= 63O-

61O-

59O
Identity Nonldantlty

Identity Nonidentity

O
88

Identity Nonidentity

Figure 3. Target naming latency (A), target naming accuracy (B), and
prime naming accuracy (C), as a function of target and prime structure in
Experiment 1. Target types are CCVC, CVCC, CVC (CCVC)—the CVC
targets matched to the CCVC targets, and CVC (CVCC)—the CVC targets
matched to the CVCC targets. RT = response time.

The analyses on each of the three dependent measures revealed
significant priming effects. The main effect of prime type was
significant in target naming latency, Fs(l, 10) = 28.60, MSE
= 2,867.74; F^l , 58) = 224.78, MSE = 957.43, target naming
accuracy, Fs(l, 10) = 20.82, MSE = 0.001; F;(l, 58) = 17.38,
MSE = 0.004, and prime identification accuracy, Fs(l,
10) = 13.00, MSE = 0.013; Fj(l, 58) = 67.39, MSE = 0.007.

Note. Target is indicated in uppercase; prime is indicated in lowercase.

3 Raaijmakers, Schrijnemakers, and Gremmen (1999) pointed out that
the use of an item analysis is not required when item variability is
controlled experimentally. Because our materials strictly control for the
targets and primes within a quartet, and because the targets across quartets
do not differ in terms of length, word frequency, or meaning, the item
analysis may be unnecessary in this case. For the sake of comparison with
existing research, however, we report the results of the analyses using
either participants or items as random variables.
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Identity priming speeded target naming and improved identifica-
tion accuracy of both targets and primes. The effect of priming,
however, was modulated by target length. The Prime X Length
interaction was significant in the analysis of target naming latency,
Fs(l, 10) = 23.96, MSE = 821.87; F^l, 58) = 60.93, MSE =
732.46, target accuracy, Fs(l, 10) = 15.47, MSE = 0.001; F;(l,
58) = 8.33, MSE = 0.003, and prime accuracy, Fs(l, 10) = 5.83,
MSE = 0.005; F;(l, 58) = 8.85, MSE = 0.009. These interactions
indicated that the effect of identity priming was larger for our three
phoneme (CVC) targets compared with our four phoneme targets
(CCVC or CVCC). Of importance, this effect was further modu-
lated by quartet structure, resulting in a significant three-way
interaction in the analysis of naming latency, Fs(l, 10) = 9.02,
MSE = 148.72; F;(l, 58) = 4.94, MSE = 732.46.

To investigate this interaction, we next compared the effect of
priming on naming latency for our two types of four phoneme
targets (CCVC vs. CVCC). Recall that the CCVC and CVCC
targets were each matched to CVC controls. To rule out the
possibility that the omnibus three way interaction was due to
spurious differences between these two types of CVC controls, we
first subjected them to a separate analysis. The two-way ANOVA
examining the effect of control type (controls matched to CCVC
targets vs. controls matched to CVCC targets) and prime (identity
vs. nonidentity) yielded a significant priming effect, Fs(l,
10) = 41.64, MSE = 2,186.60; Fj(l, 58) = 259.80, MSE =
877.34, and no interaction of Prime X Control Type, Fs(l,
10) < 1, MSE = 345.42; Fj(l, 58) = 1.04, MSE = 877.64. Given
that the modulation of priming by quartet type was not due to the
CVC controls, we next turned to compare the effect of identity
priming for CCVC versus CVCC targets. The two-way ANOVA
(2 Target X 2 Prime) revealed a significant effect of prime, Fs(l,
10) = 7.10, MSE = 1,503.01; F^l, 58) = 39.28, MSE = 812.56.
The interaction of Prime Type X Target Structure was significant
across participants, Fs(l, 10) = 9.91, MSE = 124.46; F((l,
58) = 3.71, MSE = 812.56, p = .06. Simple effects analyses
indicated that the effect of identity priming was significant for
CCVC targets, Fs(l, 10) = 15.06, MSE = 636.00; F ;(l,
58) = 33.57, MSE = 812.56, but only marginally so for CVCC
targets, Fs(l, 10) = 2.343, MSE = 991.47, p = .16; F ;(l,
58) = 9.42, MSE = 812.56. Identity priming was thus sensitive to
the arrangement of abstract CV slots in the target.

Discussion

Experiment 1 examined the effect of shared structure and con-
tents on priming effects. As expected, the priming of a target by a
nonword sharing its structure and content facilitated the identifi-
cation of both the target and the prime. Priming effects were
further modulated by target length, resulting in larger priming
effects for CVC targets compared with either CVCC or CCVC
targets. The modulation of priming effects by target structure is
compatible with the representation of skeletal structure. Alterna-
tively, however, these effects may simply reflect the degree of
content overlap between targets and primes. The larger identity
priming for CVC targets may stem from the fact that prime-target
combinations are shorter for CVC targets (6 segments) than for
either their CVCC or CCVC counterparts (8 segments). To assess
the unique contribution of skeletal structure, we thus compared
performance with CCVC and CVCC targets. These targets are

matched for their length, as are their control primes (CVC primes),
which contain three segments each. These targets are thus equated
for the total number of segments required in processing the identity
versus nonidentity conditions. Despite their equation for length,
CCVC and CVCC targets were differentially affected by the
priming manipulation. CCVC syllables incurred greater benefits
from identity priming than CVCC syllables. Such differences in
the magnitude of identity priming must be due to the effect of
skeletal structure. Furthermore, because these targets are matched
for the total number of X slots, the difference must specifically
indicate the encoding of CV structure.

Our findings thus suggest that identity priming is sensitive to the
arrangement of abstract consonant and vowel slots in printed
words. Targets whose skeleton includes an initial cluster benefit
from identity priming more than targets with a final cluster. The
greater facilitation for CCVC syllables may reflect their internal
well-formedness. Specifically, identity priming presents partici-
pants with a string of consonants and vowels (either CCVCCCVC
or CVCCCVCC) that must be syllabified. Segmental identity may
strongly bias toward parsing these strings as reduplicates of the
base syllable, either CCVC or CVCC. These two parses reflect
distinct strategies of syllabification: CCVC syllables maximize the
number of onset consonants, whereas CVCC parses maximize the
number of coda consonants. English tends to maximize onsets over
codas (e.g., Kenstowicz, 1994), and speakers also exhibit this
preference in the performance of an on-line speech production task
(Sevald et al., 1995). Thus, the greater magnitude of identity
priming for CCVC targets may reflect their optimality over CVCC
structure. Regardless of its precise linguistic source, the distinction
between CCVC and CVCC targets provides evidence for the
representation of skeletal structure. To our knowledge, these re-
sults are the first to indicate that identity priming is not entirely due
to shared content. Participants seem to encode the abstract arrange-
ment of consonants and vowels in the skeleton of novel printed
words, and this structure constrains target identification.

Experiment 2

The findings of Experiment 1 demonstrate that participants are
sensitive to skeletal structure when targets and primes are highly
similar in their segmental content. Experiment 2 extends this
investigation to nonwords that are phonologically dissimilar. Fol-
lowing the design of Experiment 1, participants were presented
with target-prime combinations including either CCVC-CVC
nonwords (the CCVC quartets) or CVCC-CVC nonwords (the
CVCC quartets; see Table 2). Each quartet controls for the length
of the target-prime combination. Thus, a distinction between the
effect of same-structure versus different-structure controls across

Table 2
The Structure of the Materials Used in Experiment 2

CCVC

Same-skeleton

plid-BRAF
pid-BAF

quartets

Control

pid-BRAF
plid-BAF

CVCC

Same-skeleton

peld-FURT
ped-FUT

quartets

Control

ped-FURT
peld-FUT

Note. Target is indicated in uppercase; prime is indicated in lowercase.
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the four quartet members must be due to their relationship to the
target rather than merely the total number of segments. If partic-
ipants are sensitive to skeletal structure, then same-structure
primes should differ from their controls in their effect on target
processing. We were also interested in the comparison of structural
priming effects for CCVC and CVCC targets. These targets are
matched for the number of skeletal slots but differ in their CV
arrangement. A distinction between the magnitude of structural
priming between CCVC and CVCC targets would indicate that
skeletal representations designate different slots for consonants
and vowels.

Method

Participants. Nineteen Florida Atlantic University students partici-
pated in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. They
were all native English speakers with normal or corrected vision.

Materials. The materials included 120 nonword targets paired with
nonword primes that were either matched or mismatched in their skeletal
structure (see Appendix B). Primes did not share any of their target's letters
or phonemes. Targets and primes were all phonologically and orthograph-
ically legal. As in Experiment 1, targets and primes were arranged in 60
quartets, half of them including CCVC targets and half including CVCC
targets. The CCVC quartets were formed from two pairs of CCVC and
CVC nonwords presented in the following four combinations: CVC—
CCVC, CCVC-CCVC, CVC-CVC, and CCVC-CVC. Likewise, the
CVCC quartets included CVCC and CVC nonwords presented in the
following four combinations: CVC-CVCC, CVCC-CVCC, CVC-CVC,
and CVCC-CVC. Thus, each target was primed by either a same-structure
or a different-structure prime, and each prime was paired with both a
same-structure and a different-structure target. To maximize the discrete-
ness of target and prime as separate words, the target and prime within each
pair were constructed such that the prime's last consonant and the target's
initial consonant formed an illegal tautosyllabic cluster. Each participant
was presented with all target-prime combinations. To minimize the effect
of repetition, the materials were arranged in separate lists as described in
Experiment 1.

Prior to the experimental session, participants were presented with a
short warm up consisting of 25 nonword targets. Fourteen of these targets
were primed by nonwords sharing their structure, and 11 targets were
primed by different-structure controls. The warm-up targets or primes did
not overlap with the experimental materials. The procedure was identical to
that used in Experiment 1.

Results

To eliminate the effect of outliers, we excluded responses falling
beyond 2.5 standard deviations from the grand mean from the
response latency analyses, resulting in the removal of 4% of the
total correct responses. The effect of the prime on target identifi-
cation latency, target identification accuracy, and prime identifi-
cation accuracy was evaluated by means of a three-way
ANOVA: 2 Quartet Type (CCVC/CVC vs. CVCC/CVC) X 2
Length (four- vs. three-phoneme targets) X 2 Prime (same vs.
different skeleton prime). Figure 4 provides target response la-
tency, target accuracy, and prime identification accuracy as a
function of target structure and the priming manipulation.

Our analyses revealed main effects of length on target response
latency, Fs(l, 18) = 22.71, MSE = 416.50; Fs(l, 58) = 19.46,
MSE = 1,113.07, target identification accuracy, Fs(l, 18) = 14.97,
MSE = 0.013; Fj(l, 58) = 26.89, MSE = 0.011, and prime
identification accuracy, Fs(l, 18) = 30.10, MSE = 0.008; Fj(l,

CCVC
CVC (CCVC)
CVCC
CVC (CVCC)

B

7-4O

73O

72O'

71O'

7OO'

89O-

eao

9 6

CCVC

CVCC

am« slruotur* Dlffa

s

so Sam* structur*

Figure 4. Target naming latency (A), target naming accuracy (B), and
prime naming accuracy (C), as a function of target and prime structure in
Experiment 2. Target types are CCVC, CVCC, CVC (CCVC)—the CVC
targets matched to the CCVC targets, and CVC (CVCC)—the CVC targets
matched to the CVCC targets. RT = response time.

58) = 46.66, MSE = 0.008. The identification of four phoneme
targets was slower and less accurate than that of three phoneme
targets. Longer targets also resulted in lower identification accu-
racy for the prime. Furthermore, length modulated the effect of
priming, resulting in a significant interaction of Prime X Target
Length in both target identification latency, Fs(l, 18) = 36.71,
MSE = 544.72; F ;(l, 58) = 30.80, MSE = 960.93, and prime
identification accuracy, Fs(l, 18) = 20.80, MSE = 0.013; F^l ,
58) = 22.47, MSE = 0.020. Simple effects indicated a significant
facilitation by same-structure priming in the naming latency of
CVC targets, Fs(l, 18) = 16.51, MSE = 685.93; Fj(l, 58) = 19.10,
MSE = 843.21. Likewise, same-structure primes presented with
CVC targets were more accurately identified, Fs(l, 18) = 21.62,
MSE = 0.005; Fj(l, 58) = 11.99, MSE = 0.014. In contrast,
same-structure primes resulted in a significant inhibition in the
naming latency of four-phoneme (CVCC and CCVC) targets, Fs(l,
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18) = 27.37, MSE = 319.84; Fj(l, 58) = 16.44, MSE = 823.82.
Similarly, same-structure primes were less accurately identified
when presented with four-phoneme targets, Fs(l, 18) = 13.23,
MSE = 0.013; Fj(l, 58) = 19.12, MSE = 0.015. The effects of
structural priming, however, were not further modulated by target
structure. The three-way interaction did not reach significance in
any of the dependent measures (all Fs < 1). The only hint of
skeleton structure effects was in the main effect of quartet struc-
ture, significant in the prime identification accuracy, Fs(l,
18) = 13.17, MSE = 0.014; F,(l, 58)=8.54, MSE = 0.033, and
marginally so in the analysis of target response latency, Fs(l,
18) = 6.15, MSE = 1,256.16; F^l , 58) = 2.85, MSE = 2,854.01,
p = .09, ns. This effect indicated that target members of the CCVC
quartets (both CCVC targets and their CVC controls) were named
slower than members of the CVCC quartets. Likewise, the iden-
tification accuracy of the prime was lower in the presence of target
members of the CCVC quartets relative to the CVCC quartets.

Discussion

The findings of Experiment 2 reveal a marked contrast in the
effect of structural priming on the identification of CVC and
CCVC/CVCC targets. CVC targets show increased priming by
nonwords that share their structure even though the content of the
prime does not overlap with the target. The CVC prime itself is
also identified more accurately when it acts as a same-structure
prime. These findings agree with and extend the results of Exper-
iment 1: Shared structure facilitates the identification of CVC
targets regardless of whether the content of the prime and target
overlap. In contrast, for targets containing a cluster (CCVC/
CVCC), the effect of structural priming depends on the presence of
content overlap: When target and prime share both structure and
content (Experiment 1), structural priming results in facilitation. In
contrast, priming by structure alone (Experiment 2) interferes with
both target and prime identification. These findings raise two
questions. First, why does the effect of shared structure without
content overlap differ for CVC targets and targets including a
cluster? Second, why does the effect of same-structure primes on
targets including a cluster change so dramatically depending on
content overlap between target and prime?

Both questions may be addressed by considering in greater
detail the content overlap between the target and prime. The
presentation of a prime that shares only the target's structure
introduces extraneous segments that may interfere with target
identification. The extent of this interference may depend on the
number of incorrect segments. For CVC targets, same-structure
primes are shorter than either CVCC or CCVC controls, hence
they introduce fewer interfering segments and graphemes. The
facilitatory effect of same-structure primes for CVC targets may
thus reflect reduction in content interference. Conversely, for tar-
gets that include a cluster, the same-structure prime invariably
introduces more interfering segments than does the shorter CVC
control, hence, "structural" priming hinders target identification.
The reversal of the direction of structural priming for CCVC and
CVCC targets from facilitatory (in Experiment 1) to inhibitory (in
Experiment 2) follows from the same assumptions. A prime shar-
ing both structure and content with the target introduces more
correct segmental material (and no incorrect material) compared
with the control prime (e.g., braf-BRAF vs. baf-BRAF). In con-

trast, priming by structure alone does introduce incorrect segmen-
tal material (e.g., plid-BRAF vs. pid-BRAF). Consequently,
CCVC and CVCC targets are facilitated by primes that share their
structure and content but are inhibited by primes that share struc-
ture alone.

The content overlap hypothesis seems to account well for the
findings of Experiment 2. Indeed, this experiment yields no evi-
dence that unequivocally reflects the effect of structural priming
alone. Specifically, the magnitude of priming effects did not differ
when the number of segments in targets and prime was controlled,
for CCVC versus CVCC targets. This finding stands in contrast to
the modulation of identity priming effects by the location of the
cluster in Experiment 1. The absence of evidence for structural
priming in the present experiment may suggest that the encoding
of structure is limited to circumstances where segmental overlap is
high. Conversely, the effects of shared structure may be masked by
the large effects of content mismatch created by the discrepancy
between the length of same-structure primes and their controls. To
address these issues, Experiment 3 seeks evidence for the repre-
sentation of skeletal structure by comparing primes that are
matched for length but differ in the arrangement of CV slots.

Experiment 3

Experiment 3 examines skeletal priming for two pairs of targets:
CCVC-CVCC and CVC-VCC. These pairs are matched for the
number of their X slots, but differ in their CV arrangement.
Targets and primes share no segmental content (see Table 3). If the
priming effects observed in the previous experiments are solely
due to content mismatch or to a discrepancy in the number of
skeletal slots in the target and prime, then the identification of
these targets should be unaffected by the priming manipulation. In
contrast, if participants encode the skeletal structure of targets in
terms of CV slots, then these primes may affect target identifica-
tion despite their equation for skeletal length and the absence of
content overlap.

Method

Participants. Eleven Florida Atlantic University students participated
in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. They were
all native English speakers with normal or corrected vision.

Materials. The materials included nonword targets primed by either a
same-structure prime or a different-structure prime (see Appendix C). The
same-structure prime matched the target's CV structure, whereas the
different-structure prime did not match the target's CV arrangement. Tar-
gets and primes shared none of their phonemes or graphemes and were
equated for length in terms of the number of letters, phonemes, and skeletal
slots. Targets and primes were all phonologically and orthographically

Table 3
The Structure of the Materials

CCVC/CVCC quartets

Same-structure

grek-PLAF
vist-PALF

Control

vist-PLAF
grek-PALF

Used in Experiment

CVC/VCC

Same-structure

pid-FUT
alk-UFT

3

quartets

Control

alk-FUT
pid-UFT

Note. Target is indicated in uppercase; prime is indicated in lowercase.
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legal strings. Half of the targets and primes consisted of CCVC and CVCC
nonwords arranged in four combinations: CCVC-CCVC, CVCC-CCVC,
CVCC-CVCC, and CCVC-CVCC. Thus, each nonword appeared both as
a target and as a prime. The other half of the materials included combina-
tions of CVC and VCC targets, arranged as CVC-CVC, VCC-CVC,
VCC-VCC, and CVC-VCC. To maximize the discreteness of targets and
primes as separate words, we constructed each pair such that the prime's
last consonant and the target's initial consonant formed an illegal tauto-
syllabic cluster. Each participant was presented with all targets and primes
arranged in two counterbalanced lists, as described in Experiment 1.

Prior to the experimental session, participants were presented with a
short warm up including the targets and primes used in the warm-up
session of Experiment 2 . None of these targets and primes overlapped with
the experimental materials. The procedure was identical to that used in
Experiment 1.

Results

Fewer than 1% of the total correct responses were lost due to
microphone failures. Correct responses falling 2.5 SD beyond the
grand mean (4% of the total correct observations) were treated as
outliers and excluded from the latency analysis. In view of the
strong effect of length on skeletal priming observed in Experi-
ment 2, we assessed priming effects for long (CCVC-CVCC) and
short (CVC-VCC) targets by means of separate two-way
ANOVAs (2 Structure X 2 Prime).

CCVC-CVCC targets. Table 4 lists response latency and ac-
curacy as functions of the priming manipulation for CCVC and
CVCC targets. The ANOVAs conducted on each of the three
dependent measures revealed no significant effects of target struc-
ture, prime, or their interaction.4

CVC-VCC targets. Figure 5 plots response latency and accu-
racy as a function of the priming manipulation for CVC and VCC
targets. The analysis of target naming latency for CVC-VCC
revealed no significant effects (all ps > .16). However, evidence
for structural priming was observed in both target and prime
identification accuracy. The ANOVA on prime identification ac-

Table 4
Target Naming Latency (in Milliseconds), Target Naming
Accuracy (% correct), and Prime Naming Accuracy (% correct)
as a Function of Target and Prime Structure for the CCVC and
CVCC Quartets in Experiment 3

Target
SameCV

prime
Different CV

prime
Priming
effect

CCVC
CVCC
M

Target naming latency

750 742
733 746
741 744

-8.00
13.00
2.50

Target naming accuracy

CCVC
CVCC
M

90.73
85.36
88.04

92.55
87.27
89.91

-1.82
-1.91
-1.86

Prime identification accuracy

CCVC
CVCC
M

60.36
66.03
63.19

67.09
59.27
63.18

-6 .37
6.37
0.00

B

o

Sam* Mruetun

Figure 5. Target naming latency (A), target naming accuracy (B), and
prime naming accuracy (C), as a function of target and prime structure for
the CVC and VCC quartets in Experiment 3. RT = response time.

curacy revealed a significant effect of prime type. The priming of
CVC and VCC targets by a same-structure prime significantly
hindered prime identification accuracy, Fs(l, 10) = 5.42, MSE
= 0.003; Fi(l, 29) = 4.39, MSE = 0.055. Likewise, structural
priming resulted in a marginally significant decrease in target

4 The only effect to reach significance was the effect of target type in the
analysis on target naming accuracy, fs( l , 10) = 6.296, MSE = 0.005; F;(l,
29) = 3.86, MSE = 0.020, p = .06, indicating a higher identification
accuracy for CCVC targets compared with CVCC targets. The analysis of
prime identification accuracy also yielded a marginally significant inter-
action of Prime X Target, Fs(l, 10) = 2.10, MSE = 0.024,/) = .18; F,(l,
29)=3.87, MSE = 0.035, p=.06. Simple effects suggested that the same-
structure prime resulted in a marginal decrease in its identification fol-
lowed by CCVC targets, Fs(l, 10)=1.70, MSE = 0.015, p = .221; ^ ( 1 ,
29) = 4.10, MSE = 0.017, p = .05. In contrast, same-structure primes
resulted in numerically higher identification in the presence of CVCC
targets, Fs(l, 10) = 1.95, MSE = 0.013, p = .19; Ft(l, 29) = 2.23, MSE
= 0.030, p = .15. Put differently, CCVC primes are identified less
accurately regardless of the target's structure.
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identification accuracy, Fs(l, 10) = 4.92, MSE = 0.001, p = .05;
Fj(l, 29) = 2.81, MSE = 0.012, p = .10. In addition, both analyses
indicated a sensitivity to target structure. CVC targets were iden-
tified significantly more accurately than VCC targets, Fs(l,
10) = 3.76, MSE = 0.003; F;(l, 29) = 3.84, MSE = 0.007, p =
.06. Similarly, prime identification was higher in the presence of
CVC targets, Fs(l, 10) = 7.83, MSE = 0.008; F;(l, 29) = 12.12,
MSE = 0.014.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 indicate that the priming of CCVC
and CVCC targets by a same-structure prime inhibits their identi-
fication. However, same-structure primes contained more seg-
ments than their controls. Such priming effects could thus have
arisen from a mismatch in length, reflecting the effects of content
rather than structural overlap. Experiment 3 was designed to
counter these accounts by comparing priming effects while con-
trolling for the total number of segments in the target and prime.
If priming were solely due to length, then no priming effects
should have been observed in this experiment. The findings with
the CCVC-CVCC targets seem to support this conclusion, as these
targets were unaffected by the structural relationship between
target and prime. In contrast, evidence for structural priming did
emerge for CVC-VCC targets. These effects, however, were in-
hibitory in nature. The priming of a target by a same-structure
prime hindered the identification of the prime. A similar trend also
emerged in the accuracy of target identification. These results raise
two questions: First, why are structural priming effects inhibitory?;
Second, if CV skeleta are encoded, then why are priming effects
absent for CCVC-CVCC targets?

We consider two explanations for inhibitory effects of skeletal
priming. One account attributes the inhibition to source confusion.
Our participants were presented with two visual events that were
displayed in close temporal proximity and were highly similar
perceptually. They were asked to discriminate between these two
events and to reproduce them in reversed order: first target and
then prime. To perform this task, participants must encode the
content of these perceptual events and monitor their source, that is,
they must determine whether the encoded content correspond to
the first or second perceptual event. Similarity between memory
events is known to impair source monitoring (e.g., Kahan, 1996;
Lindsay, 1993; Neisser, 1981). The structural similarity between
the target and prime may thus result in their confusability: Partic-
ipants may retain the shared structural frame but experience dif-
ficulties in tracing its source. Note, however, that source confusion
should have resulted in frequent errors that switch the target and
the prime. An inspection of participants' errors does not support
this explanation.

On a second account, skeletal priming inhibition may reflect the
dynamics of lexical activation. Some accounts of speech produc-
tion postulate the storage of word frames encoding CV structure in
the lexicon (e.g., Dell, 1988; Stemberger, 1984; 1990). Although
the stimuli used in our experiments were all nonwords, which lack
a lexical representation of their own, their identification may
nevertheless activate a stored frame through their similar word
neighbors. For instance, the nonword prime pid may activate a
CVC frame shared by the words pin or pad. The same frame may
also be activated for a nonword target (e.g., fuf) through its lexical

neighbors (e.g., fun or fat). If the partial activation of the common
CVC frame by the prime results in a temporary increase in its
threshold, then targets sharing the prime's CV frame may be more
difficult to activate relative to different CV structure control.
Alternatively, the inhibitory priming effects we observe may re-
flect an internal competition among specific lexical tokens. Words
sharing a frame may form a phonological neighborhood. The
partial preactivation of these neighbors by the prime may result in
their mutual inhibition, impairing their subsequent activation by
the same CV target. Neighborhood competition is indeed known to
result in inhibitory priming effects among orthographic (e.g., Co-
lombo, 1986; Segui & Grainger, 1990) and phonetically similar
(Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989; Luce, Goldinger, Auer, &
Vitevitch, 2000) targets and primes. Although these earlier pro-
posals did not address skeletal priming in general, or nonword
skeletal priming in particular, it is conceivable that they could be
extended to accommodate our findings. Thus, inhibitory effects of
skeletal priming observed in this experiment may reflect difficul-
ties in source monitoring or lexical activation of either abstract
structural frames or specific word neighbors.

Less clear, however, is why structural priming effects are absent
for CCVC-CVCC targets. One possibility is that the failure to
detect priming effects reflects some insensitivity of our experi-
mental task. A second account attributes the absence of phonolog-
ical priming for these prime-target combinations to difficulties in
the phonological encoding of multiple clusters. Our task requires
the encoding of the target and prime in working memory. To
reduce working memory load, participants may apply chunking:
They may combine the prime and target into a single perceptual
event and then segregate it into its components. The success of this
chunking strategy may depend on the phonological well-
formedness of the prime-target combination. Disyllabic monomor-
phemic English words typically do not contain more than a single
tautomorphemic consonant cluster. Forms such as CCVC-CVCC
or CVCC-CCVC are thus quite rare in English. Furthermore, word
internal structure is typically subject to strong phonological con-
straints (Hammond, 1999), constraints that were intentionally vi-
olated in our materials to facilitate the segregation of the target and
prime into distinct words. The absence of priming effects for
CCVC-CVCC targets may thus stem from difficulties in repre-
senting their combination.

Our hypothesis that the null priming effects with CCVC/CVCC
targets result from difficulties in the representation of multiple
clusters receives some support from an analysis of the errors
produced in our experiment.5 An analysis of participants' errors
revealed a total of 132 errors for CCVC/CVCC targets that are
solely due to the distortion of the skeletal structure of the target or
prime. Eighty-two of these errors resulted in the simplification of
clusters into singletons. These errors appear to be equally distrib-
uted across prime-target combinations. In contrast, only 50 pure
cases of skeletal errors were observed for CVC/VCC targets. As
with the CCVC/CVCC targets, the majority of these errors (38
errors) reflected a simplification of VCC into VC syllables. The

5 Due to an error, we failed to obtain the recording of one of the
participants in the experiments. Consequently, the above analysis in-
cludes 10 of the 11 participants in Experiment 3, over 97% of the total
target and prime errors recorded in this experiment.
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lower rate of skeletal errors for CVC/VCC targets is not simply
due to their shorter length. Indeed, when errors involving solely
content are considered, CVC/VCC targets appear to produce more
errors than the CCVC/CVCC targets (98 errors for CVC/VCC
targets vs. 61 errors for CCVC/CVCC targets). These data agree
with the claim that the presence of multiple clusters impairs
encoding the skeletal structure of the target and prime, resulting in
null priming effects for such targets.

The source of null priming effects for words with multiple
clusters requires further research. In contrast, our findings with
CVC and VCC targets reveal structural priming. The emergence of
priming effects despite the control for skeletal length suggests that
participants encode the abstract ordering of CV skeletal slots. The
observation of significant priming effects for CVC-VCC targets
and the sensitivity to target structure suggest that participants
encode the arrangement of CV slots in the skeleton.

Experiment 4

The results of Experiment 3 provide initial evidence for the
assignment of distinct slots for consonants and vowels in the
skeleton. These findings, however, were limited to the accuracy
data. Furthermore, these results were obtained in a task that has
some significant memory and articulatory components. Partici-
pants were asked to report both the prime and the target and
articulate them in reversed order, producing first the target and
then the prime. The encoding of skeletal structure may thus reflect
its role in working memory or at an articulatory stage rather than,
specifically, during the earlier stage of phonology assembly. Ex-
periment 4 is designed to replicate the effects of skeletal priming
and explore their source. To this end, we performed a simple
change to the experimental task used in our previous studies.
Participants were presented with the same primes and targets used
in Experiment 3. Their task was to name the target as quickly and
as accurately as they could. They were instructed to attend to the
prime but were not required to overtly name it or report it in any
other form. If phonology assembly entails the representation of the
skeleton, then evidence for the skeleton may persist despite the
reduction in memory and articulatory demands.

Method

Participants. Eighteen Florida Atlantic University students partici-
pated in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. They
were all native English speakers with normal or corrected vision. The data
of three additional participants were excluded because of their inability to
identify the target correctly in over 20% of the trials.

Materials. The materials were the same nonword targets and primes
used in Experiment 3.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to the one used in Experi-
ment 3 with the only exception that participants were not required to
overtly report the prime. They were advised to silently subvocalize the first
word until the second word appeared. However, given the brief interval
between the prime and target (195 ms), it is unlikely that participants could
have carried out the sub vocalization. Indeed, the purpose of this instruction
was to ensure attention to the prime rather than to elicit its articulation.

Results

Approximately 1% of the total correct responses were lost due
to microphone failures. Correct responses falling 2.5 standard

deviations beyond the grand mean (3% of the total correct obser-
vations) were treated as outliers and excluded from the latency
analysis. The effect of priming was assessed by means of two-way
ANOVAs conducted separately on the CCVC-CVCC and the
CVC-VCC targets.

CCVC-CVCC targets. Table 5 lists response latency and ac-
curacy as functions of the priming manipulation for CCVC and
CVCC targets. The ANOVAs on response latency and accuracy
did not reveal any significant effects (all ps > .1)

CVC-VCC targets. Figure 6 plots response latency and accu-
racy as functions of the priming manipulation for CVC and VCC
targets. The ANOVA on target naming latency revealed a signif-
icant main effect of prime type, F(l, 17) = 9.37, MSE = 125.52;
F(l, 29) = 6.24, MSE = 383.91, p = .02. Primes sharing the
target's CV-skeletal structure resulted in significantly slower nam-
ing latency compared with targets that mismatched with the tar-
get's CV structure but shared the same number of skeletal slots.
Target identification accuracy was high (X = 98%) and was not
significantly modulated by target or prime properties (all ps > A).

Discussion

Experiment 4 replicated the findings of Experiment 3 using a
task that minimizes the memory and articulatory demands for the
prime. In accord with the findings of Experiment 3, there was no
evidence for skeletal priming for CCVC/CVCC targets. The per-
sistent and selective failures of CCVC/CVCC targets to exhibit
skeletal priming agree with our hypothesis that such null effects
may be due, at least partly, to difficulties in the representation of
multiple clusters. In contrast, CVC-VCC targets manifested strong
skeletal priming. As in Experiment 3, however, skeletal priming
effects were inhibitory in nature: When the prime shared the
target's CV skeletal structure, the target naming latency increased
relative to control primes sharing the number but not the order of
skeletal slots. Our discussion of Experiment 3 proposed two pos-
sible sources for such inhibitory priming effects. According to the
source confusion account, the similarity between the structure of
the target and prime impairs tracing their perceptual source. Con-
versely, the lexical activation account attributes this impairment to
a temporary inability to activate stored word frames or same-frame

Table 5
Target Naming Latency (in Milliseconds), Target Naming
Accuracy (% correct), and Prime Naming Accuracy (% correct)
as a Function of Target and Prime Structure for the CCVC and
CVCC Quartets in Experiment 4

Target

CCVC
CVCC
M

CCVC
CVCC
M

SameCV
prime

Target naming

656
652
654

Target naming

92.44
97.27
94.85

Different CV
prime

latency

659
648
653

accuracy

91.53
94.83
93.18

Priming
effect

3.00
-4.00
-0.05

0.91
2.44
1.67
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V)

B

625

6 2 0

615

6 1 0

6 0 5

100

Same structure Different structure

Same structure Different structure

Figure 6. Target naming latency (A) and accuracy (B) as a function of
target and prime structure for the CVC and VCC quartets in Experiment 4.
RT = response time.

neighbors. The precise mechanism of inhibitory priming effects
and their generality across distinct types of CV frames both await
future research. Regardless of their source, the observation of such
priming effects for targets and primes that differ only in the
arrangement of consonant and vowel slots suggests that the pho-
nological representation assembled for such words specifies their
skeletal structure, and that this representation further assigns dis-
tinct slots for consonants and vowels.

General Discussion

Our four experiments investigated the structure of phonological
representations assembled in reading. Specifically, we examined
whether readers encode the skeleton, an abstract sequence of
timing slots, and whether such skeletal representations assign
distinct slots for consonants and vowels. These questions were
investigated by manipulating the amount of shared content and
structure among nonword targets and primes. Our findings reveal
several indications for the representation of CV skeletal structure.

However, skeletal priming was strongly sensitive to the amount of
content overlap between the target and prime as well as their
structure.

When the same-structure prime and its control differed in the
number of segments they shared with the target (in Experiments
1-2), there was no evidence for the unique contribution of struc-
tural priming. Priming a nonword target by a prime that shared its
structure and content facilitated its naming (in Experiment 1). In
contrast, the priming of the same targets by their structure alone (in
Experiment 2) was modulated by target structure: CVC targets
were facilitated, whereas CVCC and CCVC targets were inhibited.
We suggest that the discrepancy between the behavior of CCVC
and CVCC targets in Experiments 1 versus Experiment 2 stems
from the amount of content overlap between the target and prime.
Specifically, the inhibition by same-structure priming for the
CCVC-CVCC targets in Experiment 2 may reflect content inter-
ference: Because same-structure primes are longer than their CVC
controls, they introduce a greater amount of incorrect content. In
contrast, identity priming for such targets (in Experiment 1) results
in greater overlap of correct content between target and prime.
Content overlap can further account for the facilitatory priming
observed for CVC targets by identity and same-structure primes, as
these primes either introduce more correct content (in Experiment
1) or less incorrect content (in Experiment 2) relative to their
CCVC and CVCC controls.

In view of these strong effects of content overlap, Experiments
3-4 sought evidence for structural priming using targets and
primes that were matched for segmental length. These experiments
each obtained evidence for structural priming. However, this effect
was limited to CVC and VCC targets. Furthermore, structural
priming effects were inhibitory in nature. Specifically, priming
CVC and VCC targets by a prime sharing their CV structure
resulted in a decrease in both target and prime naming accuracy in
Experiment 3. Experiment 4 replicated this inhibitory structural
priming, with participants showing an increase in target naming
latency. Because neither same-structure primes nor their controls
shared the target's content, such priming must reflect the effect of
shared skeletal structure. These structural priming effects must
further concern the ordering of abstract consonant and vowel slots
rather than merely the total number of X slots.6

Our findings converge with previous research reporting evi-
dence for the skeleton in speech production. However, our results
diverge from these earlier reports in several important aspects.

6 We interpret the modulation of structural priming effects by the
structure of targets equated for their X slots as evidence for a distinction
between consonant and vowel slots in the phonological skeleton. However,
the skeletal structure often correlates with syllabic weight. One may thus
attempt to account for our findings by appealing to prosody rather than,
specifically, skeletal organization. Syllable weight is expressed by the
number of moras. Light CV syllables contain a single mora, whereas heavy
CVV and CVC syllables contain two moras. Likewise, CCVC and CVCC
each contain two moras. Null effects of structural priming among these
word structures may thus reflect their equality in terms of prosodic struc-
ture rather than a CV skeleton. However, moraic structure cannot account
for the entire pattern of our results. An important characteristic of syllable
weight is that it is insensitive to onset structure. Thus, if priming effects
were sensitive to moraic structure, then no distinction should have been
found between targets that differ in onset structure alone. Contrary to this
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First, the effect of shared structure in our experiments is inhibitory
rather than facilitatory. Second, previous research observed struc-
tural priming even for targets and primes that are mismatched in
length. In contrast, our experiments provide unequivocal evidence
for structural priming only when the target and prime are equated
for length. Furthermore, these effects were modulated by target
structure, emerging only for CVC and VCC targets, not for CCVC
and CVCC targets. Our findings thus raise two questions: (a) why
is structural priming confined to CVC and VCC targets? and
(b)why are priming effects inhibitory in nature?

We doubt the absence of structural priming for CVCC and
CCVC targets is due to participants' selective inability to construct
skeletal structure for such targets. We are unaware of any linguistic
motivation for the specification of a CV skeleton for CVC and
VCC targets and its elimination for CCVC and CVCC words. In
fact, despite the null effects of structural priming for CCVC and
CVCC targets, our own findings strongly support the representa-
tion of their CV skeleta. Recall that CCVC targets exhibited larger
identity priming relative to CVCC targets in Experiment 1. Be-
cause these two target-prime combinations are matched for their
total length, such differences must reflect shared CV skeletal
structure. In discussing the results of Experiment 3, we suggested
that the absence of (nonidentity) skeletal priming for CCVC and
CVCC targets may reflect some limitations of our method or the
illegality of multiple clusters in the prime-target combination.

Methodological considerations may also account for the direc-
tion of structural priming in our experiments. Our observation of
inhibition by shared structure contrasts with the facilitatory nature
of structural priming in earlier published reports (e.g., Costa &
Sebastian-Galles, 1998, Experiments 3-4; Ferrand & Segui, 1998;
Sevald et al., 1995). However, facilitation by structural priming is
not robust. Several studies observed either weak (Costa &
Sebastian-Galles, 1998, Experiments 1-2) or null effects of struc-
tural priming (Ferrand & Segui, 1998; Roelofs & Meyer, 1998)
even in the presence of content overlap (Schiller, 2000). The
groups of studies reporting positive versus null effects of structural
priming seem to contrast on two factors, namely, (a) the use of
multisyllabic target words and (b) the use of methods that require
multiple overt pronunciations of the prime. Thus, the facilitatory
effect of shared structure may be partly due to the contribution of
the same-structure prime in syllabic parsing during the construc-
tion of an articulatory program, not necessarily during phonolog-
ical encoding. Participants in our experiments were presented with
monosyllabic words, and the overt articulation of the prime was
either reduced (in Experiment 1-3) or eliminated (Experiment 4).
Under these conditions, we observed an inhibition by shared
structure. We suggested that the inhibitory nature of structural
priming in our experiments may be due to difficulties in source
monitoring or lexical activation. The conflict between the inhibi-
tory and facilitatory consequences of shared structure may further
account for some of the failures to observe significant effects of
structural priming in some of the published reports (Costa &

proposal, participants discriminate between CVC and VCC structure de-
spite their equal weight. Likewise, identity priming effects in Experiment 1
differed for CCVC and CVCC targets. Such differences cannot be handled
by a moraic explanation. Instead, they must specifically indicate sensitivity
to the abstract organization of skeletal slots.

Sebastian-Galles, 1998, Experiments 1-2; Ferrand & Segui, 1998,
Experiment 2; Roelofs & Meyer, 1998). Further research is needed
in order to establish the factors affecting the direction of structural
priming.

Regardless of their direction, the presence of structural priming
effects must indicate the representation of abstract skeletal struc-
ture. Our findings converge with existing speech production
research in documenting the role of skeletal structure in phono-
logical representations. Our results extend these reports in dem-
onstrating their role in reading. Readers not only are sensitive to
the total number of shared slots but are further constrained by their
content as carriers of consonants or vowels. Our findings thus
suggest that the assembly of a phonological representation speci-
fies a CV skeleton—an abstract ordering of a word's consonants
and vowels, regardless of their content. This conclusion indicates
a distinction between consonants and vowels in assembled pho-
nological representations (Berent & Perfetti, 1995). More gener-
ally, our findings indicate that phonological representations assem-
bled in reading are structured entities whose organization is subject
to linguistic constraints (e.g., Berent & Perfetti, 1995; Gough &
Tummer, 1986; Liberman & Liberman, 1990; Liberman & Shank-
weiler, 1991; Perfetti, 1985, 1992; Studdert-Kennedy & Mody,
1995).
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Iden.

braf
brec
bres
brep
brif
bris
brip
broc
brup
frik
plid
flid
glof
klep
klib
flam
flas
plab
plaf
plud
drut
frub
grek
grak
prib
kleb
plef
frek
fles
trov

falp
balp
peld
melp
flip
nild
dolp
lold
puld
furt
dast
zast
kest
dest
dist
vist
fost
fust
tust
zust
gact
zaft
feet
keft
rict
luct
famp
jamp
lemp
kimp

Appendix A

Materials Used

Control

baf
bee
bes
bep
bif
bis
bip
boc
bup
fik
pid
fid
gof
kep
kib
fam
fas
pab
paf
pud
dut
fub
gek
gak
pib
keb
pef
fek
fes
tov

fap
bap
ped
mep
fip
nid
dop
lod
pud
fut
dat
zat
ket
det
dit
vit
fot
fut
tut
zut
gat
zat
fet
ket
rit
lut
fap
jap
lep
kip

Target

CCVC

BRAF
BREC
BRES
BREP
BRIF
BRIS
BRIP
BROC
BRUP
FRIK
PLID
FLID
GLOF
KLEP
KLIB
FLAM
FLAS
PLAB
PLAF
PLUD
DRUT
FRUB
GREK
GRAK
PRIB
KLEB
PLEF
FREK
FLES
TROV

CVCC

FALP
BALP
PELD
MELP
FILP
NILD
DOLP
LOLD
PULD
FURT
DAST
ZAST
KEST
DEST
DIST
VIST
FOST
FUST
TUST
ZUST
GACT
ZAFT
FECT
KEFT
RICT
LUCT
FAMP
JAMP
LEMP
KIMP

in Experiment 1

Iden.

quartets

baf
bee
bes
bep
bif
bis
bip
boc
bup
fik
pid
fid
gof
kep
kib
fam
fas
pab
paf
pud
dut
fub
gek
gak
pib
keb
pef
fek
fes
tov

quartets

fap
bap
ped
mep
fip
nid
dop
lod
pud
fut
dat
zat
ket
det
dit
vit
fot
fut
tut
zut
gat
zat
fet
ket
rit
lut
fap
jap
lep
kip

Control

braf
brec
bres
brep
brif
bris
brip
broc
brup
frik
plid
flid
glof
klep
klib
flam
flas
plab
plaf
plud
drut
frub
grek
grak
prib
kleb
plef
frek
fles
trov

falp
balp
peld
melp
flip
nild
dolp
lold
puld
furt
dast
zast
kest
dest
dist
vist
fost
fust
tust
zust
gact
zaft
feet
keft
rict
luct
famp
jamp
lemp
kimp

Target

BAF
BEC
BES
BEP
BIF
BIS
BIP
BOC
BUP
FIK
PID
FID
GOF
KEP
KIB
FAM
FAS
PAB
PAF
PUD
DUT
FUB
GEK
GAK
PIB
KEB
PEF
FEK
FES
TOV

FAP
BAP
PED
MEP
FIP
NID
DOP
LOD
PUD
FUT
DAT
ZAT
KET
DET
DIT
VIT
FOT
FUT
TUT
ZUT
GAT
ZAT
FET
KET
RIT
LUT
FAP
JAP
LEP
KIP

Same

plid
plud
brec
bres
flid
drut
brep
flos
prib
tros
fles
brup
klep
brip
glof
brif
frek
plap
glak
plef
fris
grek
plaf
drut
prib
grik
plab
trov
glak
braf

dest
zost
furt
peld
dast
dest
tust
nild
dolp
lold
feet
kimp
puld
vist
fost
jamp
zast
dist
zaft
zust
gact
dist
dest
zost
kest
fulp
zust
lemp
zast
zast

Appendix B

Materials Used

Different

pid
pud
bee
bes
fid
dut
bep
fos
pib
tos
fes
bup
kep
bip
gof
bif
fek
pap
gak
pef
fis
gek
paf
dut
pib
gik
pab
tov
gak
baf

det
zot
fut
ped
dat
det
tut
nid
dop
lod
fet
kip
pud
vit
fot
jap
zat
dit
zat
zut
gat
dit
det
zot
ket
fup
zut
lep
zat
zat

Target

CCVC

BRAF
BREC
PLUD
FLID
BRES
PLAB
FLOS
BREP
FLAM
FLAV
BRUP
FLES
GROF
GLOF
BRIP
KLEP
PLAP
FREK
FRUB
BRTV
GLAK
PLAF
GREK
FLAM
FLAF
PLEF
FRIK
KLIB
FRIS
PLID

CVCC

FALP
BALP
PELD
FURT
MELP
FILP
NILD
TUST
GACT
KEFT
KEMP
FECT
VIST
PULD
JAMP
FOST
KIMP
FULP
MULP
MILP
MELP
BALP
FAMP
FILP
MILP
KEST
DOLP
FUST
FULP
MULP

in Experiment 2

Same

quartets

pid
pud
bee
bes
fid
dut
bep
fos
pib
tos
fes
bup
kep
bip
gof
bif
fek
pap
gak
pef
fis
gek
paf
dut
pib
gik
pab
tov
gak
baf

quartets

det
zot
fut
ped
dat
det
tut
nid
dop
lod
fet
kip
pud
vit
fot
jap
zat
dit
zat
zut
gat
dit
det
zot
ket
fup
zut
lep
zat
zat

Different

plid
plud
brec
bres
flid
drut
brep
flos
prib
tros
fles
brup
klep
brip
glof
brif
frek
plap
glak
plef
fris
grek
plaf
drut
prib
grik
plab
trov
glak
braf

dest
zost
furt
peld
dast
dest
tust
nild
dolp
lold
fact
kimp
puld
vist
fost
jamp
zast
dist
zaft
zust
gact
dist
dest
zost
kest
fulp
zust
lemp
zast
zast

Target

BAF
BEC
PUD
FID
BES
PAB
FOS
BEP
FAM
FAV
BUP
FES
GOF
GOF
BIP
KEP
PAP
FEK
FUB
BIV
GAK
PAF
GEK
FAM
FAF
PEF
FIK
KIB
FIS
PID

FAP
BAP
PED
FUT
MEP
FIP
NID
TUT
GAT
KET
KIP
FET
VIT
PUD
JAP
FOT
KIP
FUP
MUP
MIP
MEP
BAP
FAP
FIP
MIP
KET
DOP
FUT
FUP
MUP

Note. Iden. = identity prime; Control = nonidentity control prime. Note. Same = same-structure prime; Different = different-structure con-
trol prime.
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Same

grek
frek
grik
brut
clash
klep
drut
glom
grat
bruc
flet
flish
krus
glof
plun
flid
brot
clut
plit
trov
brish
brec
blad
drep
brup
flod
brep
plud
blop
clim

Different

vist
kest
dest
gact
shenk
kimp
tust
melp
zust
bost
nild
shold
fost
feet
peld
dast
mest
bist
cump
mard
chaft
zust
maft
keft
gamp
dost
bast
muld
fust
pank

Target

CCVC-CVCC

PLAF
BLAP
FLAM
FLES
PRUT
FRUT
PLAB
BRIF
KLED
PLEF
BRAP
PRAB
GLAM
DRAM
FRIK
BROK
FLUP
PRAD
FROB
BLIK
CLUP
GLIP
KROG
BLUT
KLET
GRUM
GLUD
KRIT
GREK
GROT

Same

quartets

vist
kest
dest
gact
shenk
kimp
tust
melp
zust
bost
nild
shold
fost
feet
peld
dast
mest
bist
cump
mard
chaft
zust
maft
keft
gamp
dost
bast
muld
fust
pank

Different

grek
frek
grik
brut
clish
klep
drut
glom
grat
bruc
flet
flish
krus
glof
plun
flid
brot
clut
plit
trov
brish
brec
blad
drep
brup
flod
brep
plud
blop
clim

Target

PALF
BALP
FALM
FELS
PURT
FUNT
PALB
BIFS
KELD
PELF
BAMP
PAMB
GALM
MAMP
FISK
BONK
FULP
PAND
FOSK
BILK
CULP
PILP
KORG
BULT
KELT
GUNT
GULD
KINT
GENK
GOFT

Same

pid
bif
gat
tud
ren
ket
vit
bap
gik
tid
rin
fap
ped
dut
pib
gof
tut
keb
lut
bith
pab
fup
pif
tib
kad
bee
fep
kip
zut
tek

Different

alk
ulk
omp
ond
ufs
alf
uts
alt
ild
ips
orn
ift
ems
ulf
aid
ild
arn
eld
amp
atch
ats
ots
afs
urns
als
aps
ops
ets
ept
ipt

Target Same

CVC-VCC quartets

FUT
MEP
NID
LAM
LIM
MUP
LECH
NUD
FET
LUTH
LUD
DUS
LITH
PES
NETH
NESH
LETH
THON
DIS
FES
NITH
NATH
THUN
NACH
NECH
NUCH
LICH
LOCH
SHIL
LOSH

alk
ulk
omp
ond
ufs
alf
uts
alt
ild
ips
orn
ift
ems
ulf
aid
ild
am
eld
amp
atch
ats
ots
afs
urns
als
aps
ops
ets
ept
ipt

Different

pid
bif
gat
tud
ren
ket
vit
bap
gik
tid
rin
fap
ped
dut
pib
gof
tut
keb
lut
bith
pab
fup
pif
tib
kad
bee
fep
kip
zut
tek

Target

UFT
EMP
IND
ALM
ILM
UMP
ELCH
UND
EFT
ULTH
ULD
UDS
ILTH
EPS
ENTH
ENSH
ELTH
ONTO
IDS
EFS
INTO
ANTH
UNTO
ANCH
ENCH
UNCH
ILCH
OLCH
ILSH
OLSH

Note. Same = same-structure prime; Different = different-structure control prime.
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